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ABSTRACT

Dentistry has much to offer law enforcement in the detection and solution of crime or in civil proceedings. Forensic odontology fieldwork requires an interdisciplinary knowledge of dental science. Most often, the role of the forensic odontology is to establish a person’s identity. Teeth, with their physiologic variations, pathology, and effects of treatment, record information that remains throughout life and beyond. The teeth may also be used as weapons and, under certain circumstances, may leave information about the identity of the biter. Forensic odontology has an important role in the recognition of abuse among persons of all ages. Dental professionals have a major role to play in keeping accurate dental records and providing all necessary information so that legal authorities may recognize malpractice, negligence, fraud or abuse, and identify unknown humans.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite breakthrough in science and technology, natural calamities and crimes continue to persist in human life. Identification of human remains is essential for various reasons, including legal, criminal, humanitarian, and social grounds. The human body becomes disfigured to a great extent in case of burns, accidents, and mass disasters, such as earthquake so much so that identification of the individual becomes a challenge. However, dental remains can be used for identification because using them is cost effective, reliable, and fast. Forensic Odontology, or forensic dentistry, was defined by Keiser-Neilson in 19701 as “that branch of forensic medicine which, in the interest of justice deals with the proper handling and examination of dental evidence and with the proper evaluation and presentation of the dental findings.” This article sheds light on the role of the dentist in identification of human and dental remains along with recent advances in the field of forensic odontology.

HISTORY OF FORENSIC ODONTOLOGY

The earliest recorded case of forensic dentistry concerns a female associated with emperor Nero, who was identified after her death through the unique arrangement of her teeth. In the year 66 AD, Nero’s mistress Sabina got Nero’s wife killed by her soldiers and demanded to see the head of the victim in a dish. She recognized the head by a black anterior tooth.2 Later, in 1775, Paul Revere identified victims of a revolutionary war by their teeth and dental work. He also identified the body of Joseph Warren by identifying a walrus tusk used as a pontic for his missing maxillary canine.3 In 1977, the bodies of Hitler and his wife Eva Braun were identified using dental records with radiographs and prostheses.4

DENTAL RECORD AS A LEGAL DOCUMENT

Comparison of ante mortem and postmortem radiographs is the most accurate and reliable method of identifying remains. Observations, such as distinctive shapes of restoration, root canal treatment, buried root tips, bases under restorations, tooth and root morphology, and sinus and jawbone patterns can be identified only by examination of radiographs.6

Age Determination Based on Dental Data

Age estimation is a subdiscipline of forensic sciences and should be an important part of the identification process, especially when information related to the deceased is unavailable.7,8 Small variations in tooth formation and eruption among persons have made dental estimation of chronological age the primary method of age determination for younger persons. Human dentition follows a
reliable and predictable developmental sequence, beginning about 4 months after conception and continuing to the beginning of the third decade of life when development of all the permanent teeth is completed.9

The use of radiographs is characteristic of techniques that involve observation of the morphologically distinct stages of mineralization. Such determinations are also based on the degree of formation of root and crown structures, the stage of eruption, and the intermixture of primary and adult dentitions.10

Mass Disaster Identification

Transport accidents form the majority of cases in which dental identifications are needed, particularly aircraft accidents in which both fire and trauma are often severe. Dental examination is significantly confounded when heat and flames have fragmented tooth enamel, and soot and smoke have been deposited on the teeth. Generally, teeth and restorations are resistant to heat, unless they are exposed directly to flame. Preservation is possible in most cases.11

Anthropologic Examination

In addition to analysis of teeth, the most common methods of identification include visual identification, fingerprinting, serologic and DNA comparison, and anthropologic examination of bone. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. They all rely on the principle that identification is derived from a positive correlation between known information about a person and findings from a physical examination of the decedent.12

The Forensic Process Model13

The US Department of Justice published a process model in the Electronic Crime Scene Investigation: a guide to first responders that consists of four phases:
1. Collection involves the evidence search, evidence recognition, evidence collection, and documentation.
2. Examination is designed to facilitate the visibility of evidence, while explaining its origin and significance. It involves revealing hidden and obscured information and the relevant documentation.
3. Analysis looks at the product of the examination for its significance and probative value to the case.
4. Reporting entails writing a report outlining the examination process and pertinent data recovered from the overall investigation.

Application of Software Technology in Forensic Odontology

In the past decade it had been observed that software technology has emerged as an indispensable part of forensic odontology. Several research studies with application of software technology to identify an individual have been proposed and found to give very reliable results.14

Rugae Pattern

Special software was designed, called the Palatal Rugae Comparison Software (PRCS) version 2.0, to match the clinical photographs taken using an SLR digital camera. The software recorded an accuracy of 99% in identification of individuals; whereas manual methods have shown high false positive and negative cases.15

Facial Reconstruction

There are few studies that showed that, with the application of three-dimensional (3D) computed tomography scan and computer software, facial reconstruction can be done with low standard error of those measurements, from 0.85 to 3.09%. So, it can be used reliably in identification of individuals, especially in mass disasters.16

Maxillary Sinus in Gender Determination

Width, length, and height of the maxillary sinuses were measured in computerized tomography scans with the application of software. Authors have concluded that computerized tomography measurements of maxillary sinuses may be useful to support gender determination in forensic medicine; however, with a relatively low-accuracy rate.17

Bite Marks

Bite mark comparison protocols include measurement and analysis of the pattern, size, and shape of teeth against similar characteristics observed in an injury on skin or a mark on an object.18,19

CONCLUSION

Law practitioners are in an uninterrupted battle with criminals in the application of digital/computer technologies, and require the development of a proper methodology to systematically search digital devices for significant evidence. So, we emphasize on the need for digital/computer forensics and application of technologies to be practiced in an effective and legal way and to formalize basic technical issues, and point to references for further reading.
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